School District 64 Gulf Islands

2021/2022

Gulf Islands Secondary School (September 3, 2021)

EPIC SCHOOL PLAN
SUMMARY

This document represents the latest version of our 2021-2022 School Growth Plan.
At GISS we recognize the SD64 Indigenous Education Enhancement Agreement and are
committed to creating structures and strategies through our School Growth Plan that impact
progress towards the goals of the Agreement.

SIGNATURES:

PRINCIPAL __________________________________
PAC CHAIR __________________________________
TEACHER ____________________________________
STUDENT ____________________________________
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School District 64 Gulf Islands

SCHOOL IDENTITY/CONTEXT

2021/2022

EPIC REFLECTIONS

We are a Grade 8 to 12 Secondary School in SD64 Gulf Islands, serving
students and families from Galiano, Mayne, Pender, Salt Spring, and Saturna
Islands.
We offer a Career Education Program, an International Program, an Alternative
Education Program, a Continuing Education (Adult Learning) Program, a
Performing Arts Program, and a French Immersion Program.
The student population for 2021-2022 school year is approximately 670 students.

OUR STORY
This year's plan builds on our past successful School Growth Plan that stated that "We,
as a school community, ensure success for all our students on their learning journey
towards graduation. Every student will cross the stage with dignity, purpose and options."
This year, guided by our SD64 EPIC School Growth Plan Framework and our Provincial
mandate to support development of "educated citizens", our School Growth Plan takes
our collaborative learning deeper into building student success in the areas of Human
and Social Development (dignity), Intellectual Development (purpose) and Career
Development (options.)

GOAL STATEMENT
If we create equitable and meaningful learning environments in our school and in our
classrooms, with effective, research-based, student-centred instructional design,
assessment, and support...
Then ALL students will demonstrate proficient foundational skills and apply core and
curricular competencies in the areas of Human and Social Development, Intellectual
Development and Career Development. As educated citizens, they will positively transform
themselves, their communities and the environment.
Every student will graduate with dignity, purpose and options.

AREAS OF STRENGTH/GROWTH
Developing strengths include school-based structures to monitor individual student's progress in real time and using and
RTI (Response to Intervention) approach to provide targeted support interventions through our School Based Team,
Counselling Team and Focused Intervention and Transitions (FIT) Team, to support vulnerable (and all) learners.
Another developing strength is the impact of Graduation Assessment support teachers who collaborate with classroom
teachers to design and implement interventions that build skills and support students, increasing achievement rates on
Graduation Assessments.
Areas of growth in this plan include collaboratively identifying, defining, implementing, and reflecting, through continuous
cycles of growth, research-based pedagogies that maximize impact on achievement in foundational skills and core and
curricular competencies.
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2021/2022

FOCUSING DIRECTION
PROCESS FOR REVIEW/REVISING/DETERMINING

EPIC REFLECTIONS

Understanding the First Peoples Principle of Learning that: "Learning ultimately supports the well-being of the self, the
family, the community, the land, the spirits, and the ancestors" guides the moral purpose behind what we are
committed to in our work as a learning community.
This past spring, building on our previous plan, we re-engaged students, staff and families in our School Growth Plan
process by gathering input based on the following questions:
What does success look like for all students in terms of Human and Social Development (dignity), Intellectual
Development (purpose) and Career Development (options)?
What evidence would convince us that all students are achieving success?
What structures and strategies would have the most impact in creating these desired results?
The School Growth Plan Planning Team (Admin, Parent Rep, Student Rep) reviewed the input gathered and created a
draft document titled 'Attributes of a GISS Learner.' The attributes describe desired learning outcomes in the areas of
dignity (Human and Social Development), purpose (Intellectual Development) and options (Career Development.)
The School Growth Plan Planning Team meets monthly to analyze results data and continuously monitor and adjust
the School Growth Plan process throughout the year.

PURPOSE – DATA RATIONALE
Using the input gathered above and the desired results as a lens, we are reviewing our most recent data
and have begun to analyze our current state. See our GISS Data Dashboard Website for our most recent
data set.
Our initial analysis shows variation in the area of Human and Social Development (Dignity). For example,
most students are reporting high levels of care and support from staff while some students are reporting
that they do not feel a sense of belonging. Students also report that they lack opportunities to take
ownership of their learning.
Our initial analysis shows variation in the area of Intellectual Development (Purpose). Overall, our Course
Final Mark distribution is high and our Numeracy and Literacy rates are above provincial averages.
However, our Numeracy marks are low in that 50% are not yet proficient. We also note limited access to
measures of core and curricular competencies, but survey results show that students generally do not
feel they developing as creative, critical of collaborative thinkers.
Our initial analysis shows need for growth in the area of Career Development (Options). Survey results
indicate that students generally feel they are not being prepared for post secondary or for the job market.

ASSOCIATED ACTIONS
Using a Response to Intervention (RTI) approach, we continue to development a student data system to monitor
each individual student's progress. We use this system to make decisions and assign targeted interventions to
support all learners through our School Based Team, Administration Team, Counseling Team, and Focused
Intervention and Transitions (FIT) Team. These targeted support interventions lead to improved course
completion rates and/or support credit recovery. The successful course completions lead to increased
grade-to-grade transition rates. With improved grade-to-grade transition rates, our graduation rates also increase.
Graduation Assessment Support Teachers collaboratively support classroom teachers in developing skills and
supports to improve achievement on Graduation Assessments.
Additional actions are being developed through our plan this year. Actions with staff will focus on capacity building
through continuous development of shared understandings about effective research-based pedagogies that
support the development of foundational skills and core and curricular competencies identified in the 'Attributes of
a GISS Learner.' Actions with students will focus on developing structures for students to create, monitor and take
ownership of personal learning goals related to our school goals.
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2021/2022

COLLABORATIVE CULTURES
ENGAGING STAKEHOLDERS

EPIC REFLECTIONS

We engage and inform families and students regularly on the process and progress of our School
Growth Plan throughout the year using various media including our school website, social media,
and email updates. We produce a "How are we doing?" data report that monitors key data four
times a year.
We engage, inform and seek feedback and input on our School Growth Plan from families and
students in a variety of ways including at PAC Meetings, in classroom meetings and student
assemblies, focus groups, and through school-based and ministry surveys.
We seek opportunities to empower individuals and groups of students, staff and families to
engage in and lead the work of implementing the School Growth Plan.
This plan engages stakeholders through designed moments of Elevation, Pride, Insight, and
Connection. Look for our EPIC Moments descriptions and reflections in the EPIC Refections
side-tabs in future versions of this plan.

STAFF/SHARED WORK
Staff are engaged in designing and implementing the School Growth Plan in
many ways. Staff meetings have been redesigned so that 10 hours over the
course of the year will be focused on collaborative School Growth Plan
implementation, monitoring, reflection and associated Professional Learning and
Development.
Staff Professional Learning Committee activities will support the plan on School
Based Professional Learning Days. We will focus building capacity for the
structures and strategies identified through the School Growth Plan process.
We seek opportunities to collaborate with other schools, districts and experts in
relation to our School Growth Plan.

STUDENT VOICE
We consult and get feedback from our students in a variety of ways that include
School and Ministry Surveys, in-person discussions in classrooms, school
assemblies and focus groups, and through emails and social media.
By using an equitable and student-centred approach, we build structures to allow
students to engage with the goals of the plan by creating their own learning
goals, monitoring their progress, receiving feedback, and reflecting on and
planning next steps.
Student progress and voice will be documented and shared through the "How are
we doing?" data report, and demonstrated in classrooms and at Exhibition of
Learning/Performance Events.
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DEEPER LEARNING
WHAT WILL STAFF NEED TO KNOW TO LEAD/PERFORM

EPIC REFLECTIONS

THIS WORK?
Building on our learning over the 2020-2021 school year, where we focused on
'Instruction in a Quarter System', this plan engages staff in deeper learning about
effective and research-based approaches to instructional design, assessment and
support. This develops students' ability to demonstrate and apply their knowledge,
understanding and skills in Human and Social, Intellectual and Career Development.
Our staff will be supported though effective professional learning structures and
strategies. These include regular School Growth Plan Learning staff meetings and
School Growth Plan Learning sessions at school based Pro-D Days. The
school-based Professional Learning Committee is also exploring ongoing embedded
learning experiences including professional book clubs, supportive learning
partnerships and building online repositories for shared learning resources.

WHAT SKILLS WILL WE FOSTER WITH STUDENTS FOR THEM TO EXPERIENCE
SUCCESS?

This plan engages students in deeper understandings about their
personal development in the areas of Human and Social,
Intellectual and Career Development.
Students will learn and develop skills related to their personal
learning goals including goal-setting, monitoring, refining, receiving
feedback, reflecting and planning next steps.
We will foster these skills through effective, research-based
instructional design and assessment and supportive approaches.

APPROACH TO PROFESSIONAL LEARNING?

Using a strengths-based approach, staff will develop a shared
understanding and common language for precision in pedagogy.
We will continue to explore effective and research-based structures
and strategies as we innovate and improve our approaches.
We will seek learning partnerships with other schools, districts and
experts to gather feedback and share our learning.
We seek to incorporate Indigenous Ways into our approach to
Professional Learning.
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ACCOUNTABILITY
HOW WILL WE KNOW WE ARE SUCCESSFUL?

EPIC REFLECTIONS

We are in the development stage of identifying and selecting the measures that
will inform our success. Measures selected must describe progress for all
students towards desired results as described by the 'Attributes of a GISS
Learner.'
What it will look like, sound like, and feel like is that every student, regardless of
background or circumstance, will be able to demonstrate proficient foundational
skills and apply their core and curricular competencies through their learning
tasks in classrooms and in Exhibitions of Learning events.
Anecdotally, we will see evidence of a culture of learning where growth and
development and instructional and assessment approaches and supports are
discussed regularly in all formal and informal settings.

STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT DATA
We are in the development stage on decisions about evidence that we will use as our 'goal posts'
for measuring our progress regarding the desired results identified in this plan. Some examples of
sources of evidence being explored are:
All students graduate on time (100%, 5-year Graduation Rate)
All students experience the support interventions they need and are successful in every course
(100% course completion rate)
All students accepted into a post secondary institution (100% Post Secondary Acceptance Rate)
All students report a sense of safety and belonging at GISS
All students demonstrate at minimum, Proficiency, on BC Graduation Assessments
All students demonstrate at minimum Proficiency on Creative, Critical and Collaborative Thinking
Core and Curricular Competencies across all three areas of development (Human and
Social/Dignity, Intellectual/Purpose, and Career/Options)
All students will have personal learning goals that they monitor, receive feedback on, refine, reflect
on, and use to plan next steps.

STUDENT EXPERIENCE EVIDENCE

Students will connect and identify with our desired results through
seeing their progress in their self assessment and reflection of
personalized learning goals.
They will be able to articulate their understanding through their
learning tasks in classrooms and at Exhibitions of
Learning/Performance Events.
They will also be able to share their understanding and connection to
the learning goals through their digital portfolio and Capstone Project.
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